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Celebrating 30 Years of Pad Printing.
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TOSH, 1982-2012
Celebrating 30 Years of Pad Printing.
TOSH is proud to celebrate our thirtieth anniversary
at Plast 2012, which will be held May 8-12, 2012
in Milan, exactly thirty years from the conception
of our company.
Plast 2012 affords us a unique opportunity to say
“'d2thank you”'d3 to our valued customers,
suppliers, representatives and all those who have
believed in our company and our products in the
past.  In addition, the exhibition enables us to
learn more about your goals for the future, while
showcasing the expertise and professionalism
that has come to distinguish TOSH in the field of
pad printing.

Founded in Milan in May 1982, TOSH quickly
established a leadership role in pad printing not
only in Italy, but also in the international
marketplace.  Our company’s passion for pad
printing, solution-based motivation and design
ingenuity have made the name TOSH well known
amongst the most satisfied and successful users
of pad printing technology worldwide.
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The Eighties
Leveraging our now undisputed skill set and the
economic boom of the '80, we designed and
developed the Logica Series, a line of pad printing
machines that introduced to the industry the
clearly innovative technological component of an
all-electric operating cycle with digital control of
all axes of motion.  The choice not to design our
systems around the traditional pneumatic drive
proved to be a winning one.  Just ask any one of
the thousands of TOSH customers whose dynamic
businesses have continued to thrive, creating an
ever expanding market.

Parallel to our advancements in the area of machine
design, we at TOSH have worked hard to develop
a complete line of the industries finest
consumables.  Here, a second winning choice was
made when we decided to produce, in addition
to our own pads, cliché'8es and accessories, TOSH
inks, thus producing the capability of offering
our clients a range of inks that are truly relevant
to their requirements.

Logica 150SSV
4 colours,
with index
and cross table
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The Nineties
Following the path provided by our satisfied customers, TOSH began to expand outside of Italy and
Europe to other countries around the world.
New countries brought new opportunities, leading to the development of more sophisticated,
application-specific pad printing automations.  These years were also characterized by the proliferation
of hermetically sealed systems that have all but eliminated the old open inkwell systems of the past
making pad printing increasingly production friendly.

The New Millenium
Pad printing is confirmed as an essential printing technique for the decorators of a seemingly infinite
number of products.  As companies seek to differentiate their products, niche markets are developed.

At the turn of the century, TOSH was routinely providing customers with solutions that were
inconceivable only a few years earlier.  As the first decade of this new century progressed, we saw
the need to divide our products into two distinct lines: High Speed and Flexible, the meet the specific
needs of those clientele seeking to make investments in technology that could be accurately quantified
in an ever more challenging economic environment.

Logica Mimicro
The smollest model of
Logica HighSpeed Series

Logica 03
Logica Flexible Series

open
doctoring

ermetic
doctoring

Logica Micro II
Logica HighSpeed Series
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Present and Future Projects
Our range of machines has continued to
grow via the advent of the "Logica Platform"
and "Logica Cartesio”'d3.  Both of these
solutions come “'d2sized to fit”'d3 and will
serve our customers well as they continue
to expand the horizons of the pad printing
process…'c9 the most advantageous
printing technique among the various
decoration processes.

...it is in this spirit that we will continue
to distinguish ourselves in the field

of pad printing for decades to come.

Made in Italy
In contrast to most of our competition, when we
say “'d2Made in Italy”'d3, we mean “'d2Made in
Italy using 100% Italian design and components,
in the full Italian style”'d3. With our first 30 years
in the rearview mirror we are ready for new
challenges, because challenges are the fuel that
drives us toward becoming the ideal partner to
each of our customers.

Logica Cartesio

LogicaPlatform


